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Includes: The British or imperial almanac, A Companion to the British imperial calendar, and An Alphabetical index to the imperial calendar
(title varies),
18 - includes "The British or imperial almanac", "A Companion to the British imperial calendar", and "An Alphabetical index to the Imperial
calendar" with special t.p.
United States Naval Aviation, 1910-1970Flight Service Stations. Hearings ... 88-2 ... May 12, 13, 14, 26, 27, 1964Short Stirling Units of World
War 2Bloomsbury Publishing
What Americans call the Vietnam War actually began in December 1946 with a struggle between the communists and the French for
possession of the country—but Vietnam’s strategic position in southeast Asia inevitably led to the involvement of other countries. Written by
an officer in the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces, this poignant memoir seeks to clarify the nuances of South Vietnam’s defeat. From the
age of 12, Van Nguyen Duong watched as the conflict affected his home, family, village and friends. He discusses not only the day-to-day
hardships of wartime but his postwar forced relocation and eventual imprisonment. A special focus is on the anguish caused by the illusive
reality of Vietnamese independence. The political forces at work north and south, the hardships suffered by RVNAF soldiers after the 1975
U.S. withdrawal, and the effects of reunification on the Vietnamese people are discussed.

"Since its inception in the early 20th century the Federal Bureau of Investigation has emerged as a dominant agency in the
American judicial system. Within its 10 chapters, this source provides a comprehensive chronological history of and guide to the
FBI that includes information about the facilities, the organizational structure, and biographies of key individuals. This reference
source will not only please FBI enthusiasts, but it also serves as an excellent resource for those interested in U.S. history, criminal
justices, and American culture. Also included is an extensive chronology of key events, a subject index, and an authoritative
bibliography. Numerous photographs throughout the book illustrate the essays, along with graphs and tables. An excellent
reference source for all libraries".--"Outstanding Reference Sources : the 1999 Selection of New Titles", American Libraries, May
1999. Comp. by the Reference Sources Committee, RUSA, ALA.
TRB’s Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Report 62: Airport Apron Management and Control Programs explores the
effectiveness of apron management programs around the world.
The airborne forces of Britain and Germany were among their best troops of World War II and when they met in battle the result
was a brutal trial of strength. British paratroopers and German Fallschirmjäger clashed repeatedly and their training, tactics,
experience, morale and weaponry were tested against each other, not least in the three bruising encounters outlined here, in
Tunisia and Sicily. From the British attempts to seize the airfields at Depienne and Oudna to the bloody night battle for Green Hill
and the bitter struggle for Primosole Bridge in Sicily, these highly trained parachute troops clashed with their opposite numbers,
gaining experience, refining tactics and learning valuable lessons.
Includes biographies of some former members of the squadron.

Initially designed as a high-speed mail aeroplane and airliner, the Do 17 first made an appearance as a military aircraft in
the Spanish Civil War, both as a bomber and in reconnaissance roles. In the early stages of World War II, it, together with
the Heinkel He 111, formed the backbone of the German bomber arm over Poland, France, Belgium and the Low
Countries, and saw action in almost every major campaign in this period. However, by the start of the Battle of Britain, the
Do 17's limited range and small bomb load meant that it was ripe for replacement by the Ju 88. Though it performed well
at lower altitudes, the model suffered heavy losses during raids, particularly during the Blitz and were increasingly
phased out. This fully illustrated study uses detailed full-colour artwork and authoritative text from an expert author to tell
the full operation story of one of Nazi Germany's best light bombers from the early years of World War II.
The book addresses all major aspects to be considered for the design and operation of aircrafts within the entire
transportation chain. It provides the basic information about the legal environment, which defines the basic requirements
for aircraft design and aircraft operation. The interactions between airport, air traffic management and the airlines are
described. The market forecast methods and the aircraft development process are explained to understand the very
complex and risky business of an aircraft manufacturer. The principles of flight physics as basis for aircraft design are
presented and linked to the operational and legal aspects of air transport including all environmental impacts. The book is
written for graduate students as well as for engineers and experts, who are working in aerospace industry, at airports or
in the domain of transport and logistics.
John Howe started his flying career in the post-war South African Air Force, learning to fly on Tiger Moths, Harvards and
Spitfires. He was posted to No 2 Squadron SAAF and sent to Korea to fly with South Africa's contribution to the war in
support of the UN forces. This is his story.
Although the Fifteenth Air Force was dismissed as 'minor leaguers' by the Eighth Air Force, strategic bombers from this
outfit had done a 'major league' job on Axis targets in southern Europe following its formation in Italy in November 1943.
And the heavy bombers employed by the Fifteenth were of course the venerable B-17 and B-24. At its peak strength, the
Fifteenth's B-17 force comprised six groups of four squadrons each, all controlled by the 5th Bomb Wing. Having been a
part of the Fifteenth Air Force in 1944, author Bill Hess has long been waiting to write a definitive account on 'his air
force'.
Of the RAF's trio of four-engined heavy bombers in World War 2, the mighty Short Stirling was the first to enter service in August
1940. From its first raid in February 1941, the Stirling was at the forefront of the British night bombing offensive against Germany
before unacceptably high losses forced its relegation to second-line duties later in the war. In its modified form as the Mark IV the
Stirling fulfilled vital roles with the RAF as a paratroop transport and glider tug on D-Day, at Arnhem and on the Rhine crossing as
well as flying countless Special Duties operations over Occupied Europe and Norway. Its last gasp was in 1948-49 when a handful
of Mk Vs were acquired by the Royal Egyptian Air Force to bomb Israel in the First Arab–Israeli War. Containing numerous firsthand combat accounts from the crews that flew the bomber and detailed profile artwork, Short Stirling Units of World War 2
uncovers the history of one of the RAF's greatest World War 2 bombers.
Wirtz explains why U.S. forces were surprised by the North Vietnamese Tet Offensive in 1968.
The Boeing B-17, which has come to epitomise the American war effort in Europe, took the fight to Germans from the late summer
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of 1942 through to VE-Day. Its primary operator in Western Europe was the 'Mighty Eighth', who controlled 27 bomb groups for
much of the war. This second of two volumes covers the 14 Bomb Groups of the Third Air Division. First hand accounts, period
photography, profile artworks and nose art scrap views bring to life aircraft from each of the groups within the Third Air Division.
Eastern Air Lines began in 1926 when aviation pioneer Harold Pitcairn started the first carrier air mail route from New York to
Atlanta under his company, Pitcairn Aviation. Clement Keys of National Air Transport bought the company in 1929, changed the
name to Eastern Air Transport and began passenger service the next year on daily round trips between New York and Richmond.
The growing airline was purchased by General Motors and became Eastern Air Lines in 1934. World War I flying ace Edward V.
Rickenbacker purchased the airline four years later and led it to become by the 1950s the most profitable airline in the United
States. Former astronaut Frank Borman became president of Eastern in 1975 and tried to manage the airline through
deregulation, labor union conflict, and heavy debt, ending with the sale of Eastern to Frank Lorenzo and Texas Air in 1986. The
airline entered bankruptcy in March 1989 and ended service in less than two years. This detailed history follows Eastern from start
to finish, studying such corporate decision-making as aircraft purchases and route expansions, as well as the personalities that
shaped the airline throughout its history.
This book examines the wide variety of airborne units that served in the Pacific Theater. Among the units covered are the
12,000-strong 11th Airborne Division; the elite 1st Special Service Force; the 503rd Parachute Infantry Regiment (Separate); and
the 1st Marine Parachute Regiment. The nature of the enemy and the terrain in the PTO, and long distances that had to be
covered, provided significant and diverse challenges to both Army and Marine Corps parachute units. Internal organization,
weapons and equipment, command and control, training, combat missions, and combat operations including the 11th Division's
fighting in the Philippines, and the 503rd PIR's legendary jump onto Corregidor and recapture of the island are all covered.
Lieutenant-General Richard Rohmer is arguably Canada’s most decorated citizen. A commander of the Order of Military Merit and
an Officer of the Order of Canada, his career began in World War II where he earned the reputation as one of Canada’s top
Mustang reconnaissance pilots. For his service, which includes flying over the beaches of Normandy on D-Day, he received the
Distinguished Flying Cross. A lawyer, litigator, journalist and best-selling author of 28 fiction and non-fiction books, Rohmer has
met with such public figure as Queen Elizabeth, General George Patton, "Intrepid" Sir William Stephenson, Presidents
Eisenhower, Regan, and Clinton, and has flown with John F. Kennedy. He is currently a member of the board of directors of
Hollinger Inc. Recently, he chaired the 60th anniversary of the D-Day Advisory Committee to the Minister of Veterans Affairs. His
autobiography, Generally Speaking: The Memoirs of Richard Rohmer, is written with Rohmer’s characteristic frankness and
insight.
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